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Abstract 

Following the recent construction of unitary irrational central charge 

on compact affine g, we begin a series of papers to report further so--· 

lutions of the Virasoro master equation and related topics in irrational 

conformal field theory. This paper completes the maximal-symmetric sub

ansatz by obtaining the three-parameter unitary irrational construction 

(simply-lacedgx)¥2
, which contains the known solution (SU(2)x)#~3 and 

involves a root of a root generically. 
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Affine Lie algebra was discovered independently in mathematics [I] and physics 

[2]. The first representations [2] were constructed with world-sheet fermions [2,3] 

to implement the proposal of current-algebraic spin and internal symmetry on 

the string [2]. Examples of affine-Sugawara constructions (2,1] and coset. con

structions (2,1] were also given in the first string era, as well as the vertex oper

ator construction of fermions and SU(n)t from compactified spatial dimensions 

[5,6]. The generalization of these constructions "(7,8,9] and their applications to 

the heterotic string [10] mark the beginning of the present era. See [11 ,12,13,14] 

for further historical remarks on affine-Virasoro constructions. 

The original approach of Dardakci and Halpern [2,4] was recently resur

rected in the general affine-Virasoro construction (15,16,_17] 

(1.1) 

on the currents .la of affine g [1,2). The resulting Virasoro master equation for 

the inverse inertia tensor Lab = Lba (and the generalization to include linear 

terms in .la (15,16]) contains the familiar constructions 

I. The affine-Sugawara nests [18]. These inclu(le the affine-Suga\\'ara con

structions [2,4,8], the coset constructions [2,4,8], the non-compact. unitary 

coset construct.ions (19] and the nested coset constructions [20]. 

2. The linear conformal deformations [11,21). These construct.ions unify and 

contain a) the c-fixed deformations, which generalize continuous toroidal 

[2,22,13,23,24] and orbifold compactificat.ions [25,26], and b) the c-changing 

deformations, which generalize the Fairlie-Feigin-Fuchs construction [27]. 

and a very large number of new construct. ions (18], which may include all possible 

Virasoro constructions. 

In particular, broild cla,;ses of solution~ with unitary irrational central charge 

"'" 011 compact f1 have recently bcen announced [18], ami there is every indication 

tltnl. these solutions are only the first glimpse into a unitary irrational afline

Virasoro universe of illtlllcnse new st.ruchtre; Geometric idenl.ification of the 
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master equation as an Einstein-like system on the group manifold G (16] is an

other indication that classification of all solutions will be a formidable program. 

The master equation has so far yielded the following new solutions 

I. The generalized spin-orbit constructions (15] on non-semi-simple groups 

g x U(l)ilimg/h, where g/h is a symmetric space, which may be called 

(1.2) 

These constructions are intrinsically non-compact (or non-unitary) with 

generically irrational central charge, although it may be possible to con

struct unitary subspaces: recall that the original spin-orbit constmction 

on SO(D - 1, 2), :J SO( D - 1, 1 ), (2] contains the unit.ary sector of the 

NS model (28] when D = 10 and x = 1 (29]. 

2. Unitary quadratic deformations with rational central charge and continu

ous conformal weights (17,18] 

Cartan(simpleg)#; SU(2)t; (SU(2), x SU(2),)#, x f. 4 (1.3) 

which are presumably new constructions of known deformations (18,30]. 

3. Constructions with unitary irrational central charge on compact g (18] 

(SU(2),)#~3 ; simply-lacedg! = (simply-lacedg,)~t (1.4) 

which are conceptually new. These chiral constructions, and the presum

ably related unitary irrational N = 2 constructions of (19], should be 

considered for promotion to unitary irrational conformal field theory. 

The central charges of the irrational constructions ( 1.2) and ( 1.4) involve 

no more than a single square root, a behavior we call type-one irrational. As 

in general relativity, all the new solutions have been obtained by t.he method 

of consistent ansiitze, and, in particular, the unitary type-one solutions given in 

(I .'I) were found in the maximal-symmetric subansatz within t.hc basic ansat.z 

for simply-lilced g ( 18]. Only Cartan(simple g) ilnd the group .5'U(2) have been 

completely solved .. 
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\Ve begin here a series of papers to report further unitary irrational solu

tions of the Virasoro master equation and related topics in irrational conformal 

field theory. This paper announces the completion of the maximal-symmetric 

subansatz by the construction 

(simply-laced g., )#~2 (1.5) 

which is generically unitary and irrational on the three-dimensional integer do

main 

( 1.6) 

where h is the dual Coxeter number of g. We refer below to the domain (1.6) 

as the first quadrant. The new construction involves a root of a root generically 

across the first quadrant, which we call type-two irrational behavior. 

An embedding phenomenon is observed in (simply-laced g., )#~ 2 , such that. 

old and new type-one unitary irrational solutions live in two-dimensional sub

spaces of the construction. For example, the type-one unitary subconstruct.ions 

Tt = 2 

x=2 

q=2 

(SU(2),)#~3 

(simply-laced g2 )#~2 

(simply-laced g.,)~ 

(1.7) 

live on boundaries of the type-two construction, while the two-dimensional type

one unitary subconstructions 

(simply-lacedg;.+2 )#~
2 ; (simply-lacedg~tl )#~2 (1.8) 

arc located in the interior of the type-two construction. Similarly, the type

zero (rational) subspaccs of the type-two construction tend to occur on one

dimensional subspaces which are intersections of type-one subspaces. 

The construction (simply-laced g., )#~2 completes the maximal-symmetric 

subansatz, which is limited to simply-laced g. It. is natural to consider the collec

tion of all unitary irrational constructions in the maximal-symmetric subansatz 

((simply-laccdg,)q)r1 = si111ply-lilcedg! U (simply-lacedg .•. )#~2 (1.9) 

which we call t.he nwximal-synunctric const.ruct.ion. From this point. of view, 

sirnply-laccd 9,~ is only another t.11:o-dimcnsinnal t.ypc-one subspace of the more 

:1 
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general construct.ion {1.9), which contains all presently known unitary irrat.ionnl 

solutions. 

In the second paper of this series, we study high-k expansions and new 

unitary irrational construct.ions on SU(3), beyond the maximal-symmetric sub

ansatz. In particular, we will fully solve the Dynkin-syrninetric subansatz [1?) in 

this case and find all but one of the physically distinct new unitary solutions in 

the basic ansatz. Through high-k analysis and explicit construction of all levels 

of two of its unitary (Dynkin-symmetric)points, the last solution is identified 

as a {presumably unitary) c-changing deformation, that is, a construction with 

continuous central charge on compact g. 

2 The Virasoro Master Equation 

The general affine-Virasoro construction is [15,17) 

[l~m), J~")) == ifabc J!m+n) + mGab6m+n,o 

[L(m), £(")] == {m- n)L(m+n) + 1~m{m2 - 1)6m+n,O 

(2.1a) 

(2.1b) 

(2.1c) 

with symmetric normal ordering Tab= :JaJb : == 1ba on the currents Ja of affine 

g [1,2], and -Gab is a general Killing metric on G. Analysis of the system (2.1) 

results in the Virasoro master equation [15,17) 

{2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

for the inverse inertia tensor Lab == Lba on G. The construct.ion is completely 

general since g is not necessarily semi-simple or compact .. In particular, to obtain 

level XJ == 2/.cJ/1/-•~ of gl in g == tB1g1 with dual Coxeter number it/== QJ/1/J1, take 

(2 .. 3) 

where 'l~b and V'I are respectively the l<illing metric and the highest root. of 

g1. The master equation is identified in [16) as an Eiust.cin-like system for the 

left-iuvariant metric g,.,. == e~L.be~, on the group manifold G. 
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vVe remark on some general properties of the master equation which will 

be useful in the analysis below, referring to [15,18) for further discussion. 

1. Counting. A very large number of solutions of the master equation [18) 

N(g) = 2"(g), n(g) = dimg(dimg- 1)/2 {2.4) 

is expected generically on each manifold G, where n{g) is the number of 

coupled quadratic equations remaining in the sys'tem after gauge fixing the 

inner automorphisms of g. !\'lost of these solutions will be new, since e.g. 

N(g) is approximately 1/4 billion for g == SU{3). 

The number of physically distinct solutions is generally less than N(g) 

due to non-generic behavior of the coefficients. \Ve mention in particular 

the residual discrete automorphisms J~ == 0} Jb, f! E SO( dim g) in the 

adjoint, 

nacGcdf!bd ==Gab, n;n/!19cfe/ ==!abc 

(L')"b = Lcdncan} 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

under which the master equation is automatically covariant, so that L' 

in {2.5b) is a solution, given a solution L. The conformal weights D. == 
Lab1'a1b [12,18] and central charge c in (2.2b) are invariant under all auto

morphisms, so L' is physically equivalent to L. Other (accidental) degen

eracy may include continuous solutions (degenerate quadratic equations) 

and degenerate solutions. 

2. K-conjugation covariance. Soiutions to the master equation occur univ~r
sally in !\-conjugate pairs (2,4,9,15,17] 

(2.6a) 

. (2.6b) 

where {,9 is the affinc-Sugawara const.ruct.ion on g. K-conjugat.ion covnri

ancc L == L 9 - L of the mnstcr equation generates the aflhic- Virasoro. nests 

[18) in the vertical dircct.ion (subgroup nesting) and provides a useful an

alytic t.ool in t.he horizontal direct. ion (fixed g), guaranteeing, for exnmple, 

5 



a closed-form solution for subsystems of up to three coupled quadratic 

equations (18). 

3. Unitarily. Unitary solutions on positive integer level of affine compact g 

arc recognized when L"b = real in the Cartesian frame with J~"')l = J~-m) 

(9,18]. 

4. Cm·tan g# and high-level affine g. The two simple cases 

a) Cartang: LAB c#O, A,B= 1, ... ,rankg 

b) high-level affine g: Lab= O(k[1
, "11), a, b = 1, ... , dimg 

are conceptually related since affine g is effectively abelian at high level. 

The master equation and its general solution in both cases may be written 

in the unified matrix form 

L =2LGL: c= TrO (2.7) 

with orthogonal !1 and diagonal 8, 0(1 - 8) = 0 for all compact g, not 

necessarily semi-simple, which generalizes known results (18] for simple 

compact g. The solution in the first case is the quadratic deformation 

Cartang#' which requires the Killing metric GAB on Cartang, nAB E 

SO( rank g) in the adjoint and 8A = 0, 1. For the solution at high level, take 

the full I.Cilling t)tetric Gab, nab E SO( dim g) in the adjoint and Oa = 0, 1. 

As a result, the central charge takes integer values from zero to rank g or 

dim g respectively in the two cases. 

3 Ansatze for {Simply-lacedg}q 

3.1 The basic ansatz 

As in general relativity, it is the function of ansatze to exploit the symmetries 

of the system, thereby reducing the number of coupled equations and solutions: 

The basic ansatz and the maximal-symmetric and Dynkin-symmetric subansat.ze 

for simply-lacedg and SU(2) 9 were studied in (18]. 

\Ve discuss here the generalization of the basic ansatz and the maximal

symmetric subansatz to the compact semi-simple groups 

(simply-laced g)9 =simply-laced (gt)r, X ••• x simply-laced (g0 )r. (3.1.1) 

with g1 = g, VI so that dimg1 = dimg =(it+ 1)rankg and x 1 = 2kJ/p2 for 

1 = 1, .. , q. The ansiitze are simplest in the Carlan- \Veyl basis, for which 

(3.1.2a) 

f~1!" = J!1~" A= -ioA(I); f!~-, = -iN~1)(o,j3), "( = o + j3 (3.1.2b) 

N~1)(o,j3) = N~~(-"f,o) = -N~~(-o,-{3) (3.1.2c) 

'L:OA(I)oB(I)=hl.S~f, L 1=2(h-2), (N~1 )(o,/3)) 2 =p2/2 (3.1.2d) 
o+IJ=-y 

where 6~1~ = DA(I)B(I)> o!~IJ,O = So(I)+IJ(I),o and so on, with A(I),B(I) = 1, .. , ran kg 

and a(!), /3(1), "((I), p(I) the roots of any 91, 1 = 1, .. , q. \Ve also need the operators 

and coefficients 

Tj~:: TA(I)B(.I)• 1~I,/:: To(I)tJ(J); LfJ:: LA(I)B(J), L~J := L"(I)tJ(J) (3.1.3) 

in the corresponding (91, 9J) block notation of (15). 

Followiug (18], we define t.he basic ansat.z for (simply-laced g)9 as 

(3.1.4) 

which keeps only the diagonal root components for all {p(I)} in each 91, while 

the general Cart.an components Li'J provide a linkage among all {91}. The form 

of the Virasoro operator in the basic ansatz is 
q q 

/, = L L L;~f7~ft + L L(2L'ii-"1~~~p + u;p~~l + (Ljj)"I'l:.-,) (:l.1.5a) 
/,.1=1 .\8 i=l p>O 

7 



q 

c = 2 L kr(L Lt1A + 2 L Lj[-p) (3.1.5b) 
l=l A p>O 

and unit.arit.y requires Ltf, Lj[-P = real. The corresponding reduced form of 

the master equation 

q 

L:!/ = 2 L kAI 2:: r:ftrf~ + 6r,J L(IL'l'll 2
- (L'li-p) 2 )p'1u)p8 u)+ 

Al=l c p 

+ L (L'li-pLf!/pc(I)pA(I) + Lj'JPL~i1Pc(J)p8(J)) (3.1.6a) 
pC 

Ljj [1- 4krL'/i-p- 4 L Ltr8 tl(I)p8
(1)- P2 L Lrj-{3] = !!_ L L[[ rrf 

AB o+f3=p 2 o+J]=p 
(3.1.6b) 

2 

L'/i-p = 2(kr- p2)IL'/'ll2 + 2(ki + l)(L'/i-p)2 + ~ L (2L'/i-p- rrrJ])L/ro 
o+f3=p 

(3.1.6c) 

shows manifest consistency of the basic ansatz. 

The full master equation (2.2a) and the basic ansatz (3.1.6) show 

n(9q) = qdim9(qdim9- 1)/2 (3.1.7a) 

na(9q) = q(dim <J>(9) + rankg (q rank9 + 1)/2) (3.1.7b) 

coupled quadratic equations respectively on an equal number of unknowns. 

Although the reduced system (3.1.6) is generally much smaller than the full 

master equation, the basic ansatz is presently unmanageable without further 

subansiitze. An exception is the solution Cartan(simply-laced9q)# contained in 

(2.7). 
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3.2 The maximal-symmetric subansatz 

The equal-level product group 

(simply-laced 9x)q =simply-laced (9dx X ... X simply-laced (9q}x (3.2.1) 

shows subgroup symmetry with ~'I = k = xp2 /2, r = 1, ... , q. Following the 

intuition of Ref.[IS] for simply-laced9 and (SU(2)q, we have found the general 

maximal-symmetric subansat.z on (simply-laced 9x )q 

Ljf = ep-2(-J)ou)+o(J)fJAU).B(J), 1 i' J, 

L'/lP = p-2 L± real, Vp(J), Vr 

(:J.2.2a) 

(3.2.2b) 

(3.2.2c) 

where 0(1) = 0 or I, I = 1, .. , q, and e = 0 for q = 1. The maximal symmetry of 

the subansatz under exchange of any two roots of (simply-laced9x)q is apparent. 

in the form (3.2.2). For clarity, we also give the Carlan sector of the subansatz 

in ordinary matrix notation 

( 

Cdl C121 

l LAB = e:~' e.~' 
C1ql C2ql 

.. e
1

qi l .. C2ql 

.. C~l , 

(3.2 .. 1) 

where I is a rank 9 unit matrix, so that the diagonal entries Cd couple Carlan 91 

to itself, while the off-diagonal entries e1J couple Cartan 91 t.o Carlan 9J;U. 

The basic ansatz (3.1.6) degenerates in the maximal-symmetric subansatz 

to the four couriled quadratic equations 

Cd(1- :red- 2i1.L) = h(L~- L:_) + x(q- J)C2 

C(I- 2.dd- x(q- 2)C- 2111,_) = 0 

L+(1- 2(;r +it- 2)L- 4Cd- (i1- 2)L+) = 0 

L = (:r- 2)/,~ + (:t: +it)/,:_ 

c = q.rrankg(fd +TtL_) 

9 

(3.2.la) 

(3.2.lb) 

(:J.2Ac) 

(:l.2.td) 

(:l.2.'lc) 



for the four unknowns ed,e and L±. The phase choices in (3.2.2b) give 2q-l 

solutions for each of the 16 solutions (fd,e, L±) of (3.2.4}, but these phase choices 

are physically equivalent copies of the basic representative 0(1) = 0, VI, u_ndcr 

the involutive automorphisms ' J' = r!J 

(3.2.5a) 

L' = L({OUl}) = nr({O(IJ})L({O}=O)r!({OuJ}) (3.2.5b) 

so only the basic representative need be considered. The Virasoro operator of 

the maximal-symmetric subansatz 

p2 L = t (ed "L_Tjl + "L_(2LT/~p + L+(Tp~1 + T!:.-p))) + 2C t "L_Tj:f 
. l=l A p>O I>J A 

(3.2.6} 

is obtained from (3.1.5a) and (3.2.2) ih this case. 

Equations (3.2.4b-c) of the subansatz exhibit a two-fold factorizatiou, which 

simplifies the system (3.2.4) by splitting it into 4 sectors 

1} L+ = e = o 
2) L+ = o, e =1- o (q 2 2) 

3) L+ =1- o, e = o 
(3.2.7) 

4) L+ =1- o, e =1- o (q 2 2) 

each of which contains two coupled quadratic equations and hence four solutions 

geuerically. The first three sectors contain known solutions I : sector I contains 

the Sugawara construction L(simply-laced gD and its K-conjugate L = 0, as 

well as Cartan(simply-lacedgq) and its K-conjugate on simply-lacedgi; sector 2 

coul.ains points in Cartan(simply-lacedgq)# [18) and its K-conjugate on simply

laced g;:, while sect.or 3 contains outer products of simply-laced gff [18) 

(simply-laced g'!)q =simply'-laced (g1 )'! x ... x simply-laced (gq}'! (3.2.8) 

'The 22•- 1 copies found for (SU(2))~ in (18] are generated by the automorphisms in 

(3.2.5) and the additional SU('l) aulomorphisms J~(/) = J3(/)• E~a(l) = (±i)8
(/lE±o(l) with 

0(1) = 0,1 for 1 = 1, .. . ,q. 
I'J'he c;c,c f = 0 in (3.2.'1), whieh iududes sectors I aud :l, is cq.(8.:l) of Hef.(18] with 

h,\(Hcf.[IS]) = l'.,(here). 

]() 

and products of the rational partners of simply-lacedg!. 

The search for new solutions focuses on the first quadrant I of sector 4 with 

L+,e =1- o 
fd(1- xed- 2izL) = h(L!- L:) + x(q- 1)C2 

1 - 2xCd- x(q- 2}f- 2i1L = 0 

1 - 2(x + h- 2)L_ - 4fd- (iz- 2}L+ = 0 

L_ = (x- 2}L! + (x + iz}L: 

(3.2.9a} 

(3.2.9b) 

_(3.2.9c) 

(3.2.9d) 

which is equivalent to a quartic equation. A single quartic can always be rear

ranged by K-conjugation into an effective quadratic equation [18), so the solu

tions of the system (3.2.9} will be no worse than type-two irrational, involving 

a root of a root. 

IThe simply-lat'<'d!lt id••11tit.ies of (5,3l,l:l,18] imply t.hat. all lc\'d one solutious iu the 

maximal-symm('l.ric subansat.z are equi\'alent. to constructions in Cnrt.nn(simply-lnrt:'d g~=t )#, 

so we rest. rid. further <'xplicit. discu:;sion t.o the first quadrant. wit.h h 2 2, x 2 2, q 2 2. 

ll 



4 (Simply-laced gx)#~2 

The four solutions of (3.2.9) form the construction we call (simply-laced 9x )~2:2 , 

I'd= _ 
1 

(1 + 2((i1- 2)(i,. + x)uj•l- (x +it- 2)UJ'l)] 
2(h+x) 2 . 

e = ('I ) (-x(h- 2)Uj•l + (x- 2)VJ'l] 
2x q -2 

L = _ 
1 [1 + l)uJ•lJ, L+ = -l)uj•l 

2(h + x) 

c = q:r :ankg [it+ 1 + 2.((h- 2)(h + x)uj•l + (h- x + 2)UJ'l)] 
2(h +x) 2 

where we have defined the auxiliary quantities 

( 4.la) 

(4.1b) 

( 4.1c) 

(4.1d) 

U1t•l := (qx- 4)(q(x- 4) + 4)[V- 4c:lx(x- 2)(h- 2)(q- 2)VWt1
/

2 (4.2a) 

u~·l = (xq 2(h -2)(x -2) -2c:(q-2)VW)[V -4c:q2x(x-2)(it-2)(q-2)VWt1t2 

(4.2b) 

V = x2q4 [h 2 (x2-4x+8)+4h(x3 -11x2 +32x-24)+4(x4 -10x3 +37x2-60x+40))+ 

+ 16( q-1 )[xl( 4x3 + 12x2 (h-2)-x(it2+60h-44)+ 16(3h-2) )+ 128h( q-1 )(x-1 )) 

(4.2c) 

IV= x[xq2(h- 2x + 6)2 + 64(x- h- 2)(q- 1)] (4.2d) 

and the four solutions are distinguished byE= ±1, 1) = ±1. The quantities u,t•l 

and the irrational central charge in (4.1d) clearly involve a root of a root, so 

the solutions are generically type-two as anticipated in Section 3. It is clear on 

inspection that 17 =±I labels K-conjugate partners at fixed E 

L,(17 =I)+ L,(11 = -1) = L(simply-lacedg~) (4.3) 

while E =±I labels distinct K-conjugate pairs. 

·The construction (simply-lacedgx)#2:2 is generically unitary, although some 

work is necessary to determine the non-unitary exceptions. 'fhe unitary dmiwin 

of the construction is defined by. the single condition 

IV 2:0 (4.1) 

12 

for integer i1 2: 2, x 2: 2, q 2: 2 in the first quadrant, since we have verified 

numerically that V 2: 4q2x(x- 2)(h- 2)(q- 2)M when IV 2: 0 in .the first. 

quadrant. Analysis of the condition (4.4) shows that the construction is unitary 

in the first quadrant except for the interior of a thin non-unitary wedge, shown 

in Fig.l, whose (unitary) boundary is IV = 0 and which is centered on the 

plane x = ~ + 3, it tf 2. Further characteristics of the non-unitary wedge are as 

follows: 

1. The wedge does not enter level two, so (simply-lacedg2 )#2:2 is completely 

unitary. 

2. The wedge narrows smoothly with increasing q until, beyond a critical 

value of q, only a single layer of non-unitary solutions are found on the 

central plane x = ~ + 3, it "' 2. 

3. More precisely, we determine from (4.4) the width of the wedge in the 

x-direction at large q 

8 ~ h-2 D.x = - --- + O(q-1
), q » 1 

Jq h+6 . 
(4.5) 

which shows that no more than one level is non-unitary for any g when 

q 2: 61. Similarly, the width in h at large q, 

- 16 r;=-4 
D.h = AV---;;--x- + o(q-1), q » 1 ('1.6) 

shows that the wedge has narrowed precisely to the central plane when 

q 2: 256, as shown in Fig. I. 

4. The wedge is broadest at its base (q = 2) and also broadens slightly with 

increasing x, h to a finite width 

(4.7) 

so it. is cnsy to check from the worst cnse thnt no more than four kvels are 



non-unitary for any particular (i1,q). As examples, the list 

(SU(2)3)~=2,3 

(SU(3)x=3,4)~=2 '3 , (SU(3)4)~5q94 

(SU(4)r=4,5)~2 '3 , (SU(4)r=4,5)~·•.5 , (SU(4)5)~~6 

(su(5) _ )q=2,3 (SU(5) _ )45q59 (SU(5) )to5q521 r-4,5,6 # ' r-5,6 # ' 5 # 

(4.8) 

contains all the non-unitary points of ( SU ( n )x )~~ 2 , 2 :S n :S 5. The non

unitary points in (SU(2))~, which form the tip of the wedge, were noted 

in (18). 

Figures 2a, 2b and 2c show three slices of the construction at q =2, 3 and 

256, in which the evolution of the wedge is clearly visible. 

The lowest type-two central charges in the construction occur at x = q = 3 

with c = 1,1/ = -1: 

c ( (SU(5hl1) = 
27 

(1-
111 

-
2/489 ) ~ 7.0231 

2 3V9317 - 3241489 

c ( (S0(8hl1) = 14 (1 - /(
36

- J24!J) ) ~ 6.5088 
7 4137-216./219 

c (((Eshl1) =.!.!.?. (1-
4185

- ggJ465 ) ~ 7.76,18 
s 117V651o- 21oJ465 

c(((E7hl1) =57 (1- 6768-51v'4§29 ) ~8.3219 
2 s7,j6G897- 864J4929 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.9c) 

(4.9d) 

c(((Eshl1) = 372 (1- 6G36-29Ji54TI ) ~8.8749 (4.9e) 
11 31 V205473- J.'i12VI5141 

and, more generally, the type-two central charge (1.ld) increases irrationally 

with h, x or q at. fixed c, 'I· In particular, we verify th;tt the central charge 

approaches correctly-hounded integers from below at. high level 

lim c = qdim <Il+(g) + (q +ell( 'I- 2))rankg/2 
k-oo 

(1.10) 

in agreement with the asymptotic form (2.7). Similarly, the integer central 

charges 
11 

c = 2[qx + 11(q(x- 1) + c(q- 2))) + 0(1), 11 ~ 1 (4.11) 

are observed for the classical groups SU(11) and S0(211) at large 11. 

5 Unitary Subspaces of Lower Irratiomil Type 

Type-one irrational constructions, involving only a single root, live generically 

in two-dimensional subspaces of the type-two construction. The complete list of 

unitary two-dimensional type-one subspaces of (simply-laced 9x )#~2 is as follows 

A. (SU(2)rl~~3 

B. (simply-laced g2 )~~
2 

C. (simply-laced g ... )~ 

D. (simply-laced g;.+2 )~f2 
(5.1) 

E. (simply-lacedg~+ 1 )#~
2 , (c = -1,g f. SU(n odd)) 

F. the curved boundary of the wedge (II'= 0) 

where the subspaces A,D,C and F form the boundaries of the unitary region. A 

view of the type-one subspaces A,D,D,E and F from above at generic q is shown 

in Fig.3, and these subspaces are also visible in the explicit q-slices of Fig.2. The 

subconstructions D and E occur when lV in (4.2d) is a perfect square, which also 

generates type-one solutions sporadically in the interior of the unitary region: 

as an example, the construct.ion (SU(5)9)~ with central charge 

((SU(5) )3 ) 162 ( 1 1246 + 65c ) ( 2) 
c 9 # = 7 + '1 J77905349- 1326780c ' 10 = ± 1, '1 = ±1 5· 

resides in the type-two region between h = 2 and x = ;, + 2 of Fig. 3. 

The t.ype-one subspace (SU(2),.)U:3 is known [18), and we give t.he explicit 

forms of the new type-one subconst.ructions B,C,D, and E in t.he following sec

tion. The type-one subspace F on t.he boundary of the wedge includes t.he 

particular cases 

( 
.1 ) Gt ( V:f.l) c (SU(.'i).)# = -:;- I+ 11-. , 'I= ±I ,, lb 

(5.:lt1) 
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( 12) 8778 ( v2585) c ((£7)11)# = W 1 + '1114 , 'I= ±1 (5.3b) 

but this family of constructions is difficult to obtain explicitly over the -full 

boundary. All the solutions on the boundary of the wedge exhibit a degeneracy, 

seen in the examples (5.3), such that the two solutions E = ±1 in (4.1) are 

identical copies because rv = 0. 

\Ve also give the type-zero unitary subspaces of (simply-laced 9x )#~2 , all of 

which may be. identified as known rational constructions. There is one unitary 

rational two-dimensional subspace in the construction § 

h 
x = 2 + 1 (c = 1, g i' SU(n odd)) 

and a number of unitary rational one-dimensional subspaces 'V 

J. it= 2, X= 2 

2. h = 2, q = 2 

3. i1 = 2, X= 4 

4. X= 2, q = 2 

5. X= 3, q = 4 

(AnB, AnE, BnE) 

(AnD) 

(BnC) 

6. x = ~ + 1' q = 2 } ( c n E) 
E = -1, g i' SU(n odd) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

whose loci tend to be intersections (e.g. An B) of the type-one constructions A

E above. The rational subspaces 1,2 and 3 were noted in [18]. Rational solutions 

are also found sporadically in the interior of the type-two and type-one unitary 

domains. 

§The two-dimensional constructions z = ~ + 1, c = 1 are rational partners (h• and (g/h)•, 

with g/1• the symmetric spaces of maximal dimension) [18) of the corresponding type-one 

solution E=(simply-lared g~+ 1 )~
2 ,o = -1, given explicitly in section ().4. IV is a perfect 

SIJUare for both choices c = ±I, and the quantity V- 4,;q2 x(x- 2)(it- 2)(q- 2)Vfi! is a 

perfect S<juare for the rational partners. 
~Tiie rational suLspaces in the list (5.5) are identified as follows: I. U(l)~ and 

(SU(2)x/U(J)r)•. 2. Points in (SU(2):r x SU(2)x)#, x I '' and (SU(2)~f. 
3. Points in (5U(2)~ )•. 4. It = Cartan(diag(g x g)) and (g x g)f!t. 5. Points in 

It = Cart.an(simply-laced g;l)# and (simply-laced g~)f!t. G. h x h and gf!t x gfh with gfh 

the symmetric spaces of maximal dimension. 

16 

The maximal-symmetric construction ((simply-laced 9x )•)~1 , defined in ( 1.9), 

includes the known one-dimensional construction simply-laced gf [18] as another 

type-one subspace when q = 1. The more general construction is visualized with 

a single extra layer just beneath the (h,x) plane of Fig.l. The central charge of 

simply-laced gf [18] 

xrankg - - -
c = . [h + 1 + 'IB- 1(h2 (x- 2) + h(12- 5x) + 2x2

- lOx+ 16)] (5.6a) 
2(h + x) 

= u1·=-l) /(x- 4) (5.Gb) 

is obtainable by continuation to q = 1 of c((simply-lacedgx)#~ 2 ) in (4.1d). Sim

ilarly, the coefficients of simply-lacedgf may be obtained by sett.ing C = 0 and 

then q = 1 in the general solution (4.la-c). 

17 



6 New Unitary Type-One Subspaces 

6.1 (Simply-laced g2)7f~2 

The type-one subspace (simply-lacedg2 )~2 

Rd = --
1
-[1- ~(s-•(h2 - 4)(q- 2)- dt)J 

2(h+2) 2 

R = '1s-• (h- 2) 
2 

L_ = -_-
1
-[1- IJe), L+ = '1S- 1(q- 2) 

2(h +2) 

q rank g - 'I t -2 -
c = ----[h + 1- -(s- (h - 4)(q- 2) + c-h)) 

(h + 2) 2 
r----------------

s = Jq2(it + 2)2- 32it(q- 1) 

(6.1.1a) 

(6.l.lb) 

(6.1.1c) 

(6.l.ld) 

(6.l.le) 

lives on a boundary of (simply-lacedgx )~~2 . The subconstruction is completely 

unitary, as noted in Section 4, and the subspace is clearly visible in the q-slices 

of Fig.2, becoming rational at q = 2. The lowest irrational central charges of 

the subconstruction are found at q = 3 with e = '1 = 1 

c ((SU(3)2)~) = 3 (1- ~) == 2.477~ 

c (<so(Shl~) = u ( 1- 2~) == 4.2G79 

c (((E6h)~) = 9 ( 1- vk) == 6.1482 

c(((E7h)~) = 
2
2
1 

(1- ~) ==7.1045 

c(((E8 )2)~) = 12 (1- 2~) == 8.0663 

(6.1.2a) 

(6.1.2b) 

(6.1.2c) 

(G.l.2J) 

(6.1.2e) 

and, more generally, the central charge (G. Lid) increases irrationally wit.h rank 9 

and/or qat fixed e, 'I· 
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6.2 (Simply-laced gx)~ 

The type-one subspace (simply-laced 9x )~ 

1 .- -fd = ---[1 - I]R- h(h- 2)) 
2(h + x) 

e11R-
1 V - -e = --- x(2x- h- 2)(2x2 - x(h + 10) + 16) 

2x 
'1 -

L = - [1 + 11W1x(h- 2)), L+ = -l]lr1(x- 2) 
2(h+x) 

xrankg- 1 - -
c = ----[h + 1 + 11W h(h- 2)(x- 1)] 

(h + x) 

(6.2.1a) 

(6.2.1b) 

(6.2.1c) 

(6.2.1d) 

(6.2.le) 

lives on a second boundary of (simply-lacedgx)~2 • In this case, the central 

charge (6.2.1d) of. the subconstruction is a function of '1 only, and the values 

e = ±1 label two physically equivalent copies of the same K-conjugat.e pair 

('1 = ±1) according to the automorphism e-+ -e. This subconstruction is the 

worst possible case for unitarity, since the subspace includes the base of the 

wedge, seen clearly in Fig.2a. The lowest unitary irrational central charges of 

the subconstruction are found at '1 = -1, 

c((SU(3)s)~) = 5 (1- Jsgg) == 4.4969 

c((S0(8)3)~) = 
2

3
8 

(1- 7~) ==4.5631 

c (((£6)3)~) = 
78 (1 - 3~) == 6.3018 
5 13v 15 

c (((E7h)~) = 19 (1-
2~) == 7.2129 

19v597 

· ) 248 ( 8cJO ) e(((l.::sh)~ =u 1-31v'f797 ==8.13·12 

(6.2.2a) 

(6.2.2b) 

(G.2.2c) 

(6.2.2d) 

(!i.2.2e) 

nnd, more generally, t.he central charge (G.2.1d) incrcnses irrntionally \\"ith rank g 

and/or J' nt. fixed t: nnd 'I· 
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~' 

The type-one subspace (simply-laced9ii+2 )~;:: 2 is 

ed = ---
1
-[1 +'I ((iz2 - h- 2)v)•l- izuJ•l)l 

4(h + 1) 

e = '1 _ [-(iz2 - 4)u)•l + izuJ•l] 
2(q- 2)(h + 2) 

L_ = -_-1-[1 + 'lu<•Jl L = _,Ju<•) 
4(h + 1) 2 

' + I 

. c = !q rank g(iz + 2)[1 + 17(h - 2)U)')) 
4 

where the auxiliary quantities in (4.2) have simplified to 

u)•l = (iz2l- 4(q- 2)2)(n<•l )-1/ 2 

uJ•l = q(h2 - 4)(izq- 2e:(q- 2))(R<•l)- 112 

n<•) = q3 (lz2 - 4)2[q(9h2 + 8h + 4)- 4eh(q- 2))+ 

(6.3.1a) 

(6.3.1b) 

(6.3.1c) 

(6.3.1d) 

{6.3.2a) 

(6.3.2b) 

+ 16(q-:- 1)[l{iz2
- 4)(3iz + 2)(5h + 2) + 128(q- 1)iz(h + 1)). (6.3.2c) 

The subconstruction is completely unitary since it resides inside the unitary 

domain of (simply-laced 9x )~;:: 2 , as shown in Fig.3. The subspace is also clearly 

visible as the diagonal unit entries in the q = 3 and q = 256 slices of Figs.2b 

and 2c. The lowest irrational central charges of the subconstruction are found 

at q = 2, e = 1, '7 = -1, 

c ((SU(3)5 )~) = 5 ( 1- vk) ~ 4.4969 

c((S0(8)8 )~) = 16 (1- ~) ~ 12.6475 

c(((E6 )t 4 )~) = 42 (1- \/O -) ~ 30.7108 
12·151 

c (((E7ho)~) = 70 (1- ~) ~ 19.7268 
v 15·151 

( ., ) ( 105 ) c ((Esh2 )# = 128 1- ~ ~ 88.7:161 
vll7169 
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{6.3.3a) 

(6.3.3b) 

(6.:3.3c) 

(6.3.3d) 

(6.3.3e) 

and, more generally, the central charge (6.3.1d) increases irrationally with rank 9 

and/or qat fixed e and 'I· 

6.4 (Simply-laced gii )#?:2 

2+1 

The type-one subspace (simply-lacedg~+1)~2:2 (e = -1, 9 of SU(n odd)) is 

1 '1 ( -2 - - ) ed = ---[1 +- (3h - 4h- 4)Vt- (3h- 2)V2 1 
(3h + 2) 4 

IJ(h - 2) -e = ( - [-(h + 2)Ut + U2] 
2 q- 2)(/z + 2) 

1 
L_ = ----[1 + 'IU2), L+ = -TJVt 

(3h + 2) 

q rank 9( h + 2) - 17 ( - 2 - - ) 
c = - [h + 1 + -

4 
(3h - 4h- 4)Ut + (h + 2)U2 ] 

2(3h + 2) 

where the auxiliary quantities in (4.2) have simplified to 

1 - - I VI = 4(q(h + 2)- 8)(q(h- 6) + 8)W1 2 

R = ~qVz + 2)2 (iz4
- 12iz3 + 52iz2

- 64h + 64)+ 

+ 16(q- 1)[q2 (iz4
- 8iz3

- 16h2
- 16) + 64iz2(q- 1)). 

(6.4.1a) 

(6.4.lb) 

(6.4.lc) 

(6.4.1d) 

(6.4.2a) 

(6.4.2b) 

(6..1.2c) 

Since it resides outside the wedge, this subconstruction is also completely uni

tary. The subspace is clearly visible in the slices of Fig.2 as the ( 1 ,0) pairs II 

of Figs.2b,c, which become rational at q = 2 in Fig.2a. The lowest. irrational 

central charges of the subconstruct.ion are found at q = 3, 'I = -1, 

( ) 135 ( 513 ) c (SU(4h)1 = - 1 - v'TIJ6 ~ 6.0838 
14 135 106 

(GA.3a) 

liThe paired zeros in the ( 1,0) entries of Figs.2b,c are the rational partners with t: = I of 

(simply-laced ~~~+t )~?. 2 ,e: = -1. 
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c((S0(8).1 J~) = 
8~4 (1- 2~~) ~9.6,1<16 (6.4.311) 

819 ( 4027 ) c (((E6 )7)~) = }9 I-
39

J50{i66 ~ 23.2134 (6.4.3c) 

( 
3 ) 285 ( 11633 ) c ((E7 ) 10)# = T 1-

57
J

185641 
~ 37.5007 (6.4.3d) 

c (((E8 ) 16)
3#) = 

2976 
(1- ~) ~ 66.7827 

23 93 75821 
(6.4.3e) 

and, more generally, the central charge (6.4.1d) increases irrationally with rankg 

and/or qat fixed 17. 

\Ve finally note that the lowest unitary irrational central charge in the con

struction (simply-lacetlgx)~2 is c((SU(3)2)~) in (6.1.2a). The lowest unitary 

central charge in the maximal-symmetric construction ((simply-lacedg.r)q)f1 re

mains the original value (18) 

(6.4.4) 

obtained in simply-lacetl g'ff . 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l The non-unitary wedge in (simply-lacedg.,)~2 • 

Fig.2 a)(simply-laced g.,)~; b )(simply-laced g.,)~; c)(simply-laced g., )~6 . The in

tegers n are type-n irrational and N is non-unitary. 

Fig.3 (Simply-lacedg.,)~2 at fixed generic q. The lettered subspaces are defined 

in eq.(5.1); the integers n are type-n irrational, and the shaded region is 

the non-unitary wedge. 
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Fig.1 
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